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Do you know how to play Rock/paper/scissor?

“You will find the future wherever 

people are having the most fun.”

Steven Johnson, Wonderland 



Rock-Paper-Scissor Tournament

1. Turn to a neighbor, make eye contact, introduce 
yourself, and do three rounds of rock-paper-scissors.

2. When the winner is established, the person they 
defeat becomes their biggest cheerleader. 

3. The winner, along with the cheerleader, will find 
another winner/cheerleader pair, introduce 
themselves, and compete again.

4. The new winner gains the loser and their cheerleader 
as their personal cheering section. 

5. Repeat until there are two people left and have them 
compete at the front of the room, with their cheering 
section behind them.





Course Expectations

• Be present
• Be open
• Be respectful
• Be awesome



Today’s agenda

1. Memory jog through our last class
2. Engage in cooperative learning structures
3. Build communities of learners
4. Introduce the susana seis (sheltered English 

instructional scaffolds)
5. Explore methods for teaching academic vocabulary

a) Word walls
b) Student dictionaries
c) Vocabulary triangles
d) Frayer models
e) Concept maps

6. be different



Memory jogger of part 1: who are my ells?

prior knowledge metacognition community



The Golden Rule of Teaching

now
our
tudents



All ELLs are not the same

English Language Learners come to our public schools with vastly 
different backgrounds. 

1. Newly arrived students with adequate formal schooling;
2. Newly arrived students with limited formal schooling (SLIFE);
3. Students exposed to two languages simultaneously;  (2/3 of 

ELLS are born in the US)
4. Long term English-language learners.



Factors Affecting Second Language Acquisition

Intro
vert/

Extr
over

t?
Rich/Poor?

Young/Old? Reader
/Nonrea

der?







Your takeaway and why

Don’t forget to
assign a 

timekeeper 
and a potential 

speaker!

You have 7 minutes!



Second Language Acquisition 

Expert learners take notes!



The Comprehensible Input Hypothesis

l We acquire language only when we receive 
comprehensible input

l We must move from i to i+1
l The i represents the language, context and 

knowledge we currently possess
l The +1 represents new knowledge or language 

structures

I don’t mean to be sesquipedalian, but did you purchase the 
echinated animal before defenestrating it?  Ouch!



The Affective Filter Hypothesis

Certain affects may ‘raise’ the affective filter, resulting in a 
mental block

l Low motivation  
l Poor self-confidence
l High anxiety

and prevent the acquisition of comprehensible input.





Jim Cummins Model of Academic Language



5 Stages of Language Acquisition

ESL 
teacher 

= 
BFF



Your takeaway and why

Don’t forget to
assign a 

timekeeper!

You have 7 minutes!



Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol

1. Lesson Preparation  
2. Building Background
3. Comprehensible Input
4. Strategies
5. Interaction
6. Practice
7. Lesson Delivery
8. Assessment

Strategic and thoughtful framework        
designed for learners 

to access content 
while acquiring the 
English language.



Comprehensible Input

Speech appropriate for students’ proficiency levels

Variety of techniques used to make content concepts clear

Clear explanation of academic tasks

‘Cultural perspectives considered’



Appropriate Speech    

l Rate: Does…talking…really…slowly…help?
l Enunciation: Whadja do yeserdy?
l Complexity of Speech: When he blew his top at the 

gala, he projected an echinated object into the 
frenzied crowd. 

l Sarcasm: Of course you know the answer.



Clear Explanation of Academic Tasks  



Variety of techniques used to make content concepts clear

l Model the task
l Preview the material
l Provide a fill-in-the-blank outline
l Word walls
l Use manipulatives
l Show an example of a completed 

project
l Hands on activities
l Learn the Six C’s of motivation

l Use facial expressions and 
body language

l Realia
l Graphic organizers
l Highlight key words AND 

teach them in ADVANCE! 
l Do Numbered Heads for 

accountability and clarity
l And last, but not least, 

model the task!



Cultural perspectives considered

l Task vs. relationship oriented
l Individually vs. collectively oriented
l Egalitarian vs. status oriented

Respect creates motivation!



Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol

1. Lesson Preparation  
2. Building Background
3. Comprehensible Input
4. Strategies
5. Interaction
6. Practice
7. Lesson Delivery
8. Assessment



Your takeaway



Why we did what we did

l We explored three cooperative learning structures

l Reflections were made across grades and disciplines

l We built community

l we made room for a diversity of learners

l We walked the talk



Cause for pause and then let it sit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6HUv2eFdLg#action=share

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6HUv2eFdLg


Instructional scaffolds



1. Teach academic vocabulary

2. Build background knowledge

3. Integrate oral and written language into content 
teaching

4. Provide regular, Structured opportunities to write

5. Clarify content Delivered in a Second language

6. Capitalize on student’s home language skills and 
knowledge

Instructional Scaffolds for ELLs  (Susana SEIS)



l
When the lights suddenly went out, I 

purchased the 

l
nearest thing; an echinated vine!  Such was 

my 

l
distress that I im

mediately defenestrated 

the plant.

Teach academic vocabulary (ICAGE)

l Intentionally

l Contextually

l Articulately

l Grammatically

l Explicitly



SMART Word walls

Specific
Meaning-full
Authentic
Relevant
Targeted



SMART Word walls



SMART Word walls



SMART Word walls



Teach academic vocabulary

1. Pronounce the word clearly and have students repeat 
it chorally and then to a partner.

2. Add actions (total physical response)
3. Note homophones (sum and some) and subject-specific 

words (table)
4. Grammar matters (the square, to square, a square tile)
5. Student-friendly definition recorded in personal 

glossary or graphic organizer
6. Opportunity to use word in context
7. Provide practice review time
8. Use word across all four domains                              

(reading, writing, listening, speaking)



Teach academic vocabulary

Word and 
definition in 
English 

Word and 
definition in 
native 
language 

Picture

Vocabulary Triangle



1. The top twenty 
English word 
roots represent 
80% of the most 
used academic 
words.

2. Learning the top 
twenty roots can 
improve student 
reading skills.

Top Twenty 

Word Ro
ots

Why learn word roots?



Frayer Model Example
 

Avoid 
To stay away 
from something  
 
 

 

 

Examples  
 
Bullies  
Drugs  
Spoiled milk  
Stinky garbage  
Scary animals  
 

I try to 
avoid 
dangerous 
situations.  

 







Frayer model option

1. Assign one word to each table of students

2. Using their resources, have students determine the 
definition of the word.  

3. Have the students complete a frayer model that   
can be displayed on the word wall. (teacher must confirm)

4. Have the students create a tpr for the word.

5. Before placing their frayer model on the word wall, 
tables share their frayer model with the class and 
teach the associated tpr.







Key Concepts Defined



Key Concepts Defined



Think different.  Do good.  Up the bar.

l https://youtu.be/cFEarBzelBs

https://youtu.be/cFEarBzelBs

